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A B S T R A C T

Calculations are performed of the nonperturbative cor-
rection to the cross-section for the //-pair creation
near the threshold in e + e -annihilation, which is con-
nected with the existence of a gluon condensate. These
have been made using a constant chromoelectric field

approximation.
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1. Despite of the /-quark is not yet discovered experimentally, its
existance is beyond doubt. So far rather strong limitations on the
mass of this quark have been obtained: m,= 137±40GeV [1].
These limitations are derived from the whole of high energy physics
experiments: a direct search for the /-quark, observations of large
B" — Bd mixing, measurement of the Z"-boson mass тА and its had-
ron and lepton widths on the SLC and the LEP collider, of the
W-boson mass mtt and the ratio mw-/mx on hadron colliders, as well
as frcm neutrino scattering data. The large value of m, leads to the
fact that the physical properties of the /-quark are drastically diffe-
rent from those of its predecessors —the c- and />-quarks. First of
all, this is due to a large -width of the /-quark. For mt> mu the
semiweak decay t-+W+ -\-b channel opens. The widths of this decay
rapidly increases with increasing m,. At m( = 100GeV it equals
about 100 MeV, and at mf=110GeV it becomes roughly equal to
the width of the p-meson and for mt above 150GeV it reaches an
asymptotical regime [2]:

I', = (180 MeV) • f —У . (I

The large width of the /-quark radically changes the cross-sec-
tion for e+e~^>*tt process near the threshold. The near-threshold re-
gion of heavy quarks production in e+e~ -annihilation offers ample
scope for studying the properties ofquarks and it is usually used in
analysis. The cross-section for the //-pair creation with an allowance
for the quark width has been considered in detail in terms of the



perturbative QCD in Refs [3 — 5]. The goal of the present paper is
to calculate the nonperturbative correction to the cross-section for
e*e~-*-tt process.

2. The correction to the cross-section we are going to calculate
arises because of the existence of long-wave fluctuation of the gluon
fieid in QCD vacuum [Gj. The characteristic зрасс-timc sizes of
these fluctuations are usually estimated as О~т/~Лд( :[> where
Л y t i;>~ 100 MeV is the dimensional parameter of QCD.

The method of calculating the nonperturbative effects in a non-
relativistic quarkonium was suggested in [7, 8]. It is based on a
multipole expansion of the interaction between the quarkonium and
the gluon field of nonperturbative fluctuations. Indeed, if r,, and т„
are the characteristic sizes and the times of evolution of the quark
system and the inequalities

^ < 1 . 12)
П

^ < 1 (3)

are satisfied, we can confine ourselves, in the leading order of these
parameters, to the interaction between the colour dipole moment of
the //-system and the constant chromoelectric field.

In Refs [7, 8], the corrections to the energy levels and to the
wave functions of the bound states were calculated in the constant
chromoelectric field approximation. In this approximation, the cor-
rections are expressed via the gluon condensate [6, 9]:

< — ( G ; V ) 2 > =0.012-0.018 (GcV)4, (4)

where G£v is the gluon field tensor.
We have to note that by virtue of the nonrelativistic nature of

the quark system, the characteristic times of its evolution are large
as compared with the characteristic distances. For this reason, the
condition (3) is restrictive to a more extent than (2). To eliminate
it (3), we have to take the time dependence of the chromoelectric
field into account. This problem was treated in Ref [10]. It has
been solved at the expence of the introduction of nonlocal vacuum
condensates [10] the values of which are strongly dependent on the
vacuum model.



The corrections, calculated in [7, 8], are applicable only for
rather low levels. As the level number grows, the characteristic
sizes and the evolution times of the quark system increase and, as a
consequence, the conditions (2) and (3) violate. The increase of the
characteristic sizes leads to a drastic growth of corrections [7, 8J
with the increase of the level number. The conditions (2) and (3),
are, therefore, expressed in the limitation on the magnitude of a cor-
rection, i.e. in the requirement for its smallness. However this limi-
tation is independent and, generally speaking, not equivalent neither
to (2) nor (3). The relation between them is determined by the
structure of the gluon condensate and cannot be strictlydefined for
the time being. Using the nonrelativistic energy £ = д/ЗГ—2m(, we
may say that Refs [7, 8] are concerned with the region of negative
energies which are far from zero. As for positive energies, i. e. the
region above the threshold of production of a quark-antiquark pair,
since in the absence of the width the quark would become rather
distant it is clear that the nonperturbative interaction is very impor-
tant for the formation of final states. And only in the case of «sme-
ared» cross-section (see Ref. [11]), we can hope that the nonper-
turbative effects may be considered as corrections. Under a natural
condition that the interval of «smearing» with respect to energy E is
less than or about the magnitude of this energy and with the
simplest estimations of the characteristic distances and times, con-
ditions (2) and (3) are represented as AQCD/^Jm, \E\ < 1 and
Ayi:L)/|£| <C 1, respectively. They obviously exclude the near-thre-
shold energies.

3. The large width of the /-quark radically changes the situation.
At a rather large width, the contribution of a nonperturbative inte-
raction becomes a calculable correction at any energy. This is the
case owing to the following circumstances. First, the existence of
the width limits both the sizes of the //-system produced and the
time of its evolution. In this case the applicability conditions (2)
and (3) for a multipole expansion take the form:

•V^., | /4 «I (5)

and

respectively. As has already been mentioned, the condition (6) is the
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most limiting one. However, it is also satisfied at any £ at
Г/»Лдг.1), thereby allowing the use of the multipole expansion for
such Г, to calculate the //-production cross-section in the whole
region near the threshold.

Second, the contribution of nonperturbative effects to the
cross-section, calculated in terms of this expansion, turns out to be
small (at fairly large l\) aiso for any E and, as a consequence, it
may be considered as the correction. An approximate evaluation of
the influence of the gluon condensate gives rise to the following
condition of the smallness of nonperturbative effects [5j:

\ — ( G M V ) - > < ( £ " + I r) m,. [/)

The above condition is fullfield for mt> lOOGeV at any E.

4. The e+e~->tt cross-section in the near-threshold region is
expressed via the imaginary part of the vacuum polarization & '(s)
by the vector current of the /-quarks J^—ty^t:

<V, ~,,[s)=^ \2n{ Qi+ c'l „I 1 п , У " Ы . (8)
3.s I x(l —/Vf>/.sr I

Here the first term in the braces corresponds to the contribution of
a photon, while the second to that of a Z"-boson. We neglect the
axial part of the Z°-boson contribution because it contains an addi-
tional square of the velocity of the /-quark in comparison with the
vector part. In (8), yjS =2Ee is the total energy of colliding beams,

Q

Qi = 2/3 — the electric charge of the /-quark and v>=\ — sin2Ou is

its vector coupling constant; x— (2 sin 2() u )\ x ~ 8 at sin29 t t—0.23.
The terms, proportional to the vector coupling constant of an elect-
ron ue (ve~ —0.08) are omitted in (8).

It is well known (see, e.g., [12, 13]) that in the near-threshold
region the vacuum polarization &[l){s) is expressed via the nonrela-
tivistic Green function of a relative motion of a pair of produced
particles. With taking the colour into account,

^»"ts) = - ^ T G / , (0.0). (9)
2 m i

where G,(f, ?') is the Green function of the /^-system in a colour-
less state:



G,.<r,r') = ( r | G(E) \ r ' ) . (10)

Here &(E) is the operator which acts in the coordinate space of the
/Г-system. For quarks interacting with the gluon field of vacuum
fluctuations [7], it is a projection of a more general operation
(Й — i f ) " 1 onto the gluon vacuum and onto the colourless /Г-state:

6(£)=P.s < ( / / -£ ) - ')/Л. (11)

The sign (...) in (11) implies an averaging over the gluon vacuum,
РА- is the operator of projection onto the colourless /Г-state and ft is
the Hamiltonian of the /^-system plus the gluon field:

/} = #, 7+//,, + &„,. (12)

Here
H,. = PJK + PJI,. (13)

where

m,

P 8 = l — Ps is the operator of projection onto the octet state of th<
//-system, ftR is the Hamiltonian of the gluon field Н,„, is the Hamil
tonian of interaction between the quarks and the giuon field о
vacuum fluctuations; in a dipole approximation,

#„„= - -f-(/"-/"") ¥"(0) r. (15

where Wf = G'^ ta(ia) are the generators of the colour group for ;
quark (antiquark).

The first nonvanishing correction to the Green functioi
G/:(r, У) caused by the interaction with the vacuum fluctuatioi
fieid is represented as follows [7]:

-тг-I r-*-! r ^ | r ' ) , (16
1/Л-Я) (//„-/Ti (//,-£)

where



At a fixed constant a s, we have [7]

^n~k) f. (18)
(я + 5-А.) J2nkb L, и! (я

Here

F(JC) is the gamma-function.
Formula (9) concerns the case of stable quarks. As has been

shown in Refs (3, 4), taking into account of the width of the
/-quark reduces to the replacement £-»-£+гIV With the expression
for the cross-section (8) incorporated, we obtain that the nonpertur-
bative correction to the e+e~-+tt cross-section near the threshold is
equal to

A C T , , . , , - , ; ( * ) = ^ - ^ Г < ? ? + • V ' > , , ) l m A G £ + l - r , ( 0 , 0 ) . ( 1 9 )3s mr L x(l —my/s)-)

where AG/:+/r(0,0) is given by formula (18) with k =
= y — mi(E-\-irt) for the case of fixed as.

The cross-sections for e+e~-annihilation, having the resonance
nature, are strongly changed by radiative corrections associated
with the bremsstrahlung emission of soft photons by the initial elec-
trons (see, e.g., [14, 15]). Making allowance for these corrections
in a way similar that in Refs (3, 4], for the quantity

A " ' S ) (20)A/?,,(s) = %V
4ла /3s

w e g e t

mr К x(\—mys

X , ' 4 j y M L S dxxti--%.lm.\Gl.: + l l : . . m x { 0 , 0 ) , ( 2 1 )
1 ^(4) I

where

p<-= — f In -^- |,
л \ m,. 2 )

&4s) is the real part of the polarization operator of the photon.
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5. The numerical calculations of AR,j were performed according
to formula (21) with the following parameters:

о о

sin20 i i ;=0 23.; m,=92GeV; ^(4m2) =0.07 .

The width Г< was calculated by means of the formula (see, e. g.,
[2]):

0 + 4 ) ^ ) . (22)( 4 V 4 0 4 )
m, ) IV mfj mj \ m;} m

where
D \mj—(m

2m,

The \H7-boson and 6-quark masses were taken equal to
m r = m ^ c o s e № = 8 1 GeV, and ть = 5, respectively. For AG t(0, 0),
the analytical expression (18) with

?1 = л2/18 (0.012) GeV4 = 0.64-10 ~2 GeV4

was used. Taking into account the effects of running a s was simu-
lated as it was done in [3, 4], by using, in (18),

as=
 4 л (24)

ba In

with 60 = 7.67, A=100MeV.
Figures 1—3 show the values of the ratio T=\R,,/R,, as a

function of energy E for the masses of a /-quark equal to 95, 100
and HOGeV. In all these cases /?„ was taken from [3].

These Figures demonstrate a sharp dependence of T on the
energy in the vicinity bound states. There is no difficulty in under-
standing this dependence from a quantitative point of view. For
simplicity, let us omit the radiation correction connected with the
bremsstrahlung emission of soft photons by the initial electrons.
Then

T _ l m . \ G ) : i , | , i 0 , 0 )

lm G, . , , ( ( ) . U)

where
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(26)

We will consider T at E close to the energy of the bound state En.
In the case when this state is not overlapped with the nearest states
due to the width of these states, equal to 2Г/, the main contribution
to T is determined by this state. Using formulae (16) and (26), we
obtain the estimates

.27,

(28)

Here Wnir) is the wave function of the state in question and rn is
the characteristic distance for n-th level. We have taken into consi-
deration in (27) that Hamiltonian He corresponds to the Coulomb
repulson and, hence, is positively defined. Using (27) and (28), we
have

T цплЕп-Ь)— 2 9

IEJ «£„-£)•'+ГГ1

Formula (29) gives a qualitatively correct description of the depen-
dence of Г on £ near £„ at \En\> 2I\:

For £ ~ £ „ = — 4ш/а»/9п2, the quantity T(E) goes through zero
with the positive derivative.

On the right and on the left of £„ at Д £ ~ Г , the \T\ has a
maximum. Since rn~n2fmtas the magnitude of this maximum grows
as the sixth degree of n:

! Г '<1~-ГГ-Г- <30>
•и, ! . a .

Bearing in mind that I\ grows with mt not slower than accord-
ing to the asymptotical law (1), we see from formula (30) that \T\
falls off with increasing tnt at least as mt~

6. For mt close to
гпу-\-ть, this decrease occurs much more rapidly.

At | £ „ | < 2 Г г the bound states are overlapped, therefore within
'|£|<С2Г/ the contributions of one and the same order to T give
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several states, the contributions of different states damping each
other as a result. As a consequence, |Г | proves to be small.

An additional reduction of | Л is caused by «smearing» due to
the emission of soft photons by the initial electrons.

6. As the numerical calculations show, the nonperturbative cor-
rection does not exceed 20% at m,=95 GeV, 3% at m/=100 GeV
and 0.4% at ra,= 110 GeV. Note that for each mass the correction
reaches a maximum at — £~2Г/. Since at m<=95 GeV the width
Г(~0.05 GeV, the constant chromoelectric field approximation
within — £~2Г/ is very doubtful for this mass of the /-quark. Addi-
tional errors are in due to the use of the first nonvanishing approxi-
mation of a perturbation theory on this field. In view of this, the
correction derived should be regarded here only as an estimation.
Following this line of analysis, we have no possibilities of improving
the result. We may «correct» the perturbation theory near bound
states by taking the level shift into account, but the multiple expan-
sion is a fundamental point of the approach and it is impossible to
omit it.

The calculations, thus, show that, first, the nonperturbative cor-
rection is well pronounced only when its calculation is doubtful
and, second, at mt> 100 GeV the correction is insignificant ( < 3 % )
and rapidly reduces with mt. On the one hand, this gives little hope
to get information of nonperturbative physics (in particular, on the
magnitude of the gluon condensate) from the analysis of the
e~^e~^-tt cross-section, but, on the other hand, this offers the possi-
bility of measuring the mass mt of the /-quark, its width Vt and the
coupling constant a s since the cross-section is a calculable function
of mt, Vt and a., [3, 4].

It is not worthless to note that so far we have supposed that the
nonperturbative interaction between the gluon field of vacuum fluc-
tuations and 6-quarks, produced in the /-decay, may be neglected.
Indeed, since ^-quarks are produced with relativistic velocities (with
respect to each other as well as to /-quarks), this interaction has
negligible effect on the cross-section. The usual dimensional estima-
te gives that the correction to the cross-section is ~(—(G£v)

2>//><,4,
л

where рь is the typical momenta of the 6-quark, pb~tnt — tnw—tnb-
When this paper was completed we received the preprint by

M.J. Strassler and M.E. Peskin (SLAC-PUB-5308, September,
1990) where the problem of nonperturbative effects is considered
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using another approach (in terms of the potential model). The con-
clusions of the preprint are consistent with ours.

The authors thank V.N. Baier, A.I. Milstein, Yu.F. Pinelis and
V.A. Khoze for the interest in the work and numerous discussions.
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